NEW ROCK CITY
RILEY KEOUGH
HEADS UP OUR LIST
OF YOUNG TALENT:
MICHAEL PITT
EVA AMURRI
NATE LOWMAN
AGATHE SNOW
CHRIS BENZ
AND MANY MORE,
SHOT BY MICK ROCK

CITIZENS
MEET THE INSTIGATORS

TREND SPOTTING
ARCHITECTURAL ACCESSORIES
AND AMERICAN ANDROGYNY

IN the MOMENT
THE FALL FASHION ISSUE
strappy sandals and bridge suspension cables, triangular gems and the Great Pyramids. If you've noticed some structural similarities between the accessories in your closet and the prominent edifices in your city, you're right.

To guide us in making our educated comparisons, we chatted with architect Jeffrey Hutchinson, who has designed retail spaces for such fashion houses as Barneys New York, Donna Karan, Theory, Narciso Rodriguez, and Ralph Lauren. With his aid, we've seen how inventive hats resemble the walls of wraparound buildings and how innovative necklaces mimic tough and static skyscrapers.

Architectural masterpieces are big, beautiful, and sure to be admired for years to come, and as their elements continue creeping up on the runways, it seems fashion designers have realized that the rules for creating great structures can be the same for creating great accessories.